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Gun mage 

 
“Insert Quote Here” 
 

 

Gun Mage Class Features 

Gun mages have the following class features. 

Magelock Weapon 

Through arcane rituals taking one hour, you create a bond to a black powder weapon. The bound weapon 
becomes your magelock implement. The magelock implement reloads as a free action and does not expend 
ammo as the Gunmage is powering it with arcane energy.  
You can create a bond with a new black powder weapon using the same ritual process (for instance, if you 
acquire a new weapon that has magical abilities). If you create a bond with a different black powder weapon, 
the old bond dissipates. If your bonded weapon is broken or damaged, you can spend 1 hour of meditation to 
recreate the weapon from a fragment. (This process automatically destroys any other fragments of the 
weapon in existence, so you can’t use it to create multiple copies of a broken weapon.)  

Magelock Training 

Gunmages undergo specialized training with their implement of choice. Choose one of the following forms of 
Magelock training. When wielding the Magelock weapon associated with your training, you gain the additional 
ability listed for that training. 
Dragoon (Con) Over powder: Add 1 to size of Gunmage attack’s blast or burst - 1/enc 
Shotgun  2d6 damage 5/10 range 

 
CLASS TRAITS 
Role: Striker [      
      ] 
Power Source: Arcane. [    
      ] 
Key Abilities: Dexterity, Charisma, Intelligence, 
Constitution 
 
Armor Proficiencies: Cloth, Leather 
Weapon Proficiencies: Simple melee, simple ranged 
Implements: Magelock firearms, wands 
Bonus to Defense: +2 Will 
 
Hit Points at 1st Level: 12 + Constitution score 
Hit Points per Level Gained: 5 
Healing Surges per Day: 6 + Constitution modifier 
 
Trained Skills: Arcana. From the class skills list below, 
choose three more trained skills at 1st level. 
Class Skills: Arcana (Int), Athletics (Str), Acrobatics 
(Dex), Bluff (Cha), Dungeoneering (Wis), History (Int), 
Perception (Wis), Stealth (Dex) 
 
Class Features: Magelock Implement, Magelock 
Training, Arcane Sights 
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Duelist (Cha) Guns Akimbo: +1[W] dmg to 1 target of Gunmage attack - 1/enc 
Dual Pistols 1d12 damage 10/20 range 
Sniper (Int) Reliable Aim: Don’t expend missed Gunmage power – 1/enc 
Rifle  1d10 damage 20/40 range 

Arcane Sights 

As a minor action, the Gunmage sets his sights on a target magically marking it. The gunmage may only have 1 
target in his sights at any given time. When that target is defeated, a new target may be set in your sights. 
When wielding their magelock weapon the gunmage gains a power bonus to hit against his arcane sights target 
equal to his Int, Con, or Cha modifier. If the arcane sights target is within your short range and not adjacent 
to another creature (except the gunmage themselves), your attacks have a critical hit range of 19-20. This 
does not stack with other abilities that increase your critical range.This expands to 18-20 at lvl 11 and 17-20 
at lvl 21. 
 

Level 1 At-Will Spells 

 

Close Quarter Shot Gunmage Attack 1 
You charge headlong into the fray, clubbing in 
for a shot point blank 
At-Will Arcane, Magelock, Thunder 
Standard Action Melee touch 
Target: One creature 
Attack: Dexterity vs. Fort  
Hit: Dex + Con damage 
Effect: Make a secondary attack that is a close 
blast 1 implement attack. 

Secondary Target: Each creature in blast 
Secondary Attack: Dex vs Ref 
Hit: 1[W] thunder damage 

Level 21: 2[W] thunder damage 
Special: You may make this attack as part of a 
charge action in place of a melee basic attack. 
 
 

Elemental shot Gunmage Attack 1 
Ravaging elements engulf your enemy warning 
others not to get too close. 
At-Will Arcane, Magelock, Varies 
Standard Action Ranged implement 
Target: One creature 
Special: Choose cold, fire, lightning, or thunder 
whenever you use this power, Your choice 
determines the power's damage type. 
Attack: Dexterity vs. Ref  
Hit: 1[W] + Dexterity modifier damage of the 
chosen type. Until the end of your next turn, 
any enemy that starts its turn adjacent to the 
target takes damage of the chosen type equal to 
your Cha, modifier. 

Level 21: 2[W] + Dexterity modifier damage 
of the chosen type. 
 

 

 

Electrostatic shot Gunmage Attack 1 
The air hums as voltage generates  on target. 
At-Will Arcane, Magelock, Lightning 
Standard Action Ranged implement 
Target: One creature 
Attack: Dexterity vs. Ref  
Hit: 1[W] + Dexterity modifier lightning damage. 
If the target doesn’t move at least 2 squares on 
its next turn, it takes lightning damage equal to 
your Intelligence modifier. 

Level 21: 2[W] + Dex mod lightning damage 
 

 

Frostbite shot Gunmage Attack 1 
You fire with cold, clean precision, sapping the 
energy from their bones. 
At-Will Arcane, Magelock, Cold 
Standard Action Ranged implement 
Target: One creature 
Attack: Dexterity vs. Fort  
Hit: 1[W] + Dexterity modifier cold damage and 
the target is slowed until the end of your next 
turn. 

Level 21: 2[W] + Dex mod cold damage 
 

 

Quicksilver shot Gunmage Attack 1 
You flow like quicksilver, shooting, stepping, 
strafing all in a continuous fluid motion. 
At-Will Arcane, Magelock, Force 
Standard Action Ranged implement 
Target: One creature 
Special: Shift 1 square before or after the 
attack. 
Attack: Dexterity vs. Ref  
Hit: 1[W] + Dexterity modifier force damage 

Level 21: 2[W] + Dex mod force damage 
 

 


